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Thanks so much for downloading this
guide.  I hope this will help you create
wonderful photos to hang loud and proud
on your walls! 

I’ve written this with the knowledge that
photographing your own kid is much
harder than photographing someone
else’s, so I’ve used my own (very
uncooperative) son as a model!

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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I T ' S  A L L  A B O U T  L I G H T

A great photo is often made by the light. I could talk for
days about all the different types and how to find them,
so let’s start with a brief overview. 

Backlight
 

Meaning? Light is coming from
behind giving  a rim light or halo
type effect.

How to find it? Look for a
strongly lit day and make sure
the sun is behind your child.

Soft light
 

Meaning? Light that wraps
around for a softer look and
diffuses hard shadows.

How to find it? Take photos on
a cloudy day or find overhead
shade with the light behind the
camera so there is sufficient
light for the photo.



Hard light
 

Meaning? Light that casts harsh
shadows with hard edges (like
the shadow of your nose on your
face on a sunny day).

How to find it? Wait for the
sunshine to come out!

Dappled light
 

Meaning? A combination of light
and shadow when the light is
filtering through an item.

How to find it? Look for trees
and other things outside that
cast shadows. Look for fun
shadows for creative photos.

Challenge
 

When you’re out taking photos, pay attention to what the
light is doing and how it translates to your photos. Soon
you’ll start seeing the different types of light without even
thinking about it...
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V A R Y  Y O U R  A N G L E S

It’s so easy to take photos down onto our kids (because
they’re short!), but make sure you vary the angle you’re
shooting at. It can give you really different perspectives
on the same scene. Get down to their level. Don’t worry
about getting dirty, I end up absolutely filthy after family
photo shoots!  

Shoot from below: I love the perspective of these
shots & often use this while he’s jumping to get a
feeling of him being airborne.  Be careful using this
on adults as it can be unflattering on double chins!



Challenge
 

Mix it up! Take photos on their level, from below and
from above. Include scenery sometimes and try
capturing close-up detail shots too.

Shoot close: Capture those little details

Shoot wide: Show the environment they are in
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S P R A Y  A N D  P R A Y !

This is meant as an insult - that people with no clue  take
loads of photos hoping to luck into one good one. Let's
look at it the other way… your little one is looking angelic
or doing something you simply must capture. You hit the
shutter button once and figure you’ve nailed it. On
inspection, your kid looks like he’s half asleep. Disaster! If
you take 10 photos rapid fire of the same moment you’ll
almost certainly photograph through blinks etc and get a
usable photo. 

This is great for kids who don't sit still and doubly
important when you’re trying to photograph more children
as the chance of getting two or more kids cooperating at
the same time is slim to nil! 
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T R Y  A N  A C T I V I T Y

While grandparents tend to love the posed photos, I love
action shots and ‘doing’ photos. Firstly, these photos help
us remember what our kids were so passionate about at
any given age. Secondly, activities make kids so much
more amenable to being photographed.  One of my son’s
first full sentences was “no more pictures, Mummy!” so I
have to pick my moments wisely now!



Challenge
Start trying to build up more than one element in a

single photo.  Work on activity plus light or activity and
a new angle to start varying your photos.

Combining the activity with light: I waited for him
to scoot into a patch of hard light to get this
more dramatic light on his face.

If they are involved in play or an activity then
they often don’t notice that you’re taking their
photograph as they are so immersed in what
they’re doing.  When they are naturally enjoying
the game at hand, you’ll be able to photograph
their lovely, natural expressions with ease.
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B E  S I L L Y !

If you do want that mantlepiece shot then try some of
these tips. Make sure you have your child or children in the
light you want & ensure you’ve picked your angle with
purpose.

Don’t pick an activity when you want your child posed and
looking at you, but do make sure you’re engaged with
them. Nobody knows your children better than you do so
you know what will make them laugh. My son is in the toilet
humour phase so instead of asking him to say cheese, I
usually ask him to say “wee”. It gives him the same smile
shape, but usually then results in giggles which give me
the non-posed smile I’m after.

What you don't want!

The dreaded  “cheese”
face. Can anyone else
remember the Friends
episode where Chandler
can’t smile?! 



By being silly, you can elicit a great smile from
kids that look natural.  Believe me, the
embarrassment of standing in the park shouting
“no, you’re a poo head” does fade after a while!

The huge laugh after calling me a stinky head

The natural giggle I get calling him “ninky-nonk”



CONC L U S I O N

I hope these five steps have been useful in helping you
create the photos of your children that you’ve always
dreamed off. I give out more hints and tips in my
ongoing monthly newsletter so look out for those in
your inbox.  

Don't forget, if it’s just too much hassle to learn to take
your own photos of your kids, I can definitely help you
out with a family photoshoot! 

Feel free to send me a photo you took before reading
this and one you’ve taken since.  Similarly, if you want
any more help drop me a line with your questions.

Happy photographing!

www.torideslauriers.com
info@torideslauriers.com

Before taking a photo, remember:
- Check on the light your kid is in

- The angle you want for your photo
- Take multiple photos 

- Try an activity for those fab, natural smiles
- Don't be afraid to be silly and have fun


